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Introduction

This document represents a Market Research for High-end backpacks intended for professional

workers and suitable with more formal dress code. The demand for this backpacks is relatively

new and came from the necessity of more practical way for professionals to carry their stuff as

well as fashion changes in the business environment.

Our product will offer functionality and minimalistic design which will fit in the formal dress

code. Outer layer of the product will be similar to the fabric used for suits or jackets, covered

with hydrophobic coat to prevent the backpack from getting wet in the rain. The backpack will

be available in two colors, black and grey and a small logo will be embroidered in the right-

hand side at the bottom, same color as the fabric to make it visible only from close distance.

Straps will have hidden adjustment buttons and clips and a single packet will be available on

the outside with a vertical zip on the left hand side edge. Inside packets will be designed to take

in 15” laptops and a few accessories. The backpack will be slim and stitching will be done in a

cross pattern.

The research will start with analyzing the current situation in the industry, the newest trends in

luxury backpacks and market leaders. Next, we will analyze the current competition in the

market. We will divide the competitors on direct which sell high-end backpacks with higher

prices and indirect competitors which sell backpacks for professional use but with lower prices

and the lack of luxury tag. In the end, we will conduct research to be able to find the perfect

customer for our product. As our product is designed to be complement with suits, we will

explore the industries that practice more formal dress code, the job positions that usually wear

suits and their average annual salaries. Furthermore, we will present the most popular websites

and magazines in the business communities.

After all this analysis and researches we will be able to answer the questions of how big is the

market, which are the main competitors and what is the company perfect customer.



Industry and Market Overview

Backpacks as accessory emerged in the 1980 and were used mainly by high school students.

From then until now the usage of the backpacks broadens vastly. Nowadays, even though the

main purpose of the backpack remain a person to carry their stuff, the backpacks evolved into

fashion statements that have to be modern, comfortable and have space for multiple gadgets

that the consumers possess. For example, in London every third bag was backpack in 2014.

The backpacks are no longer reserved only for students and outdoors sport but recently it can

be noticed in the business communities around the world. Beside the fact that the introduction

of the backpacks in the business communities is matter of fashion and new born styles, the

consumers also label the backpacks as more practical due to the fact that know they have their

both arms free unlike with briefcases and messenger bags. Many executives got tired of having

this man-purse, messenger-bag-style briefcase strewn over their shoulders while they are going

through customs city clutter and crowded airports. Because of this need we can notice that there

has been creating new market.

As the market is consisted of supply and demand it was up to the backpack manufacturers to

satisfy the new market and its consumers. Majority of the designers and backpack

manufacturers introduced more minimalistic and modern backpacks suitable for business

environment in their assortments. On the demand side the customers recognized the practical

usage of the backpacks and quickly switched their old briefcases and messenger bags with

backpacks. Also, in the backpacks there was space for all their devices from laptops,

smartphones to tablets and cameras. The backpacks easily fitted in their work suits no

difference whether the style was formal or casual. Since 2014, the sales of backpacks noticed

huge growth. In that year the sales grew by 18% from the previous and kept the US$12 billion

bag industry steady even though other categories like women handbags declined. In 2016, the

sales of backpacks grew 9% from 2015 to US1.6 billion according to data from Yahoo! Finance

and more important the sales of backpacks used by adults (18+) has grown even more, 16%.

Furthermore, adult purchases accounted for 69% of the total sales.

The backpacks are now part of the collections on many luxury brands who are known for

designing apparel, eyewear, shoes or other accessories. When it comes to backpacks there are

many similarities between the brands. The backpacks are with the standard form and generally

Backpacks sales 18% in 2014 Backpacks sales 9% in 2016

Adults Backpack 16% in 2016



are made of leather, nylon and polyester. The companies are trying to differentiate from the

competition in the quality of the materials, design and the additional characteristics like

customized pockets for different gadgets. The backpacks can be bought for as low as US$40

from brands like Eastpak and Herschel Supply. More luxurious brands start from US$400 up

to more than US$4,000. Considered the high prices of the luxury items there is smaller percent

of backpack consumer that can afford it, there are no statistics for the market share regarding

this segment. Highest market share on the market have VF Corporation and its subsidiaries

which owns 55% of the market share sales in U.S and Herschel Supply Co. that in less than 10

years from the foundation achieved to sell millions of backpacks.

However, the smaller companies with introducing cutting edge innovations try to take some of

the market share reserved for big players. The innovations usually comes from newer start-up

companies that target specific group of customers. For example, the company TYLT offer

backpack with built in battery that can charge three devices at the same time. Furthermore,

Black Diamond designed backpack with a fan-driven airbag system to increase the chances of

survival in an avalanche. There is ongoing examples of companies that used today’s digital

opportunities to offer products complementary to individual’s lifestyle.

Next chapter will present the competitors in luxury backpacks industry. We divided the

competitors on direct and indirect according to the design and price at which they offer their

backpacks.

Eastpak – Sugarbush Backpack;
US$95; Made of polyester with

leather details.

Prada - Saffiano Cuir Backpack;
US$1,496; Made of rich saffiano

leather.

Fendi backpack – US$2,800; Square
backpack made from black calf

leather.



Competition

As it was said above, the competition in the backpack market is quite big and there are many

companies that offer them in their assortments, but not all has the newest luxury high-end

backpack aimed at professionals wearing suits. Our direct competitors are mainstream luxury

brands with higher prices that also includes the brand name as well as other backpack

specification and quality manufacturing.

After extensive research of the bag and specifically backspace market we identified 8

companies that present direct competition for our Company and offer stylish backpacks with

minimalistic design that will match more formal outfits and be suitable for use in professional

circles. In addition, we will present 6 companies that offer backpacks with design suitable with

formal wear but have lower prices and in our opinion do not fall in luxury category.

Direct Competitors
Below will be presented 8 direct competitors of which the first 2 are specialized in luxury

luggage products and the next 6 are luxury mainstream brands that have different merchandise

in their assortments as well as backpacks.

Tumi is founded by American entrepreneur Charlie Clifford, a former Peace

Corp volunteer and importer of leather bags from South America. During the

1980’s, the company gained popularity with the introduction of innovative and ultra-functional

nylon travel bag. Today the company adapted their product lines to better fit consumer needs.

Tumi is one of the market leaders in this industry. The company provides wheeled travel

products, soft styles without wheel products and soft business cases that include wheeled

business cases, backpacks, messenger bags, day bags, and totes. Tumi's business collection that

features numerous styles of professional backpacks is the brand's fastest-growing business style

category since 2010. Tumi items are available at department stores and specialty stores as well

as over 120 Tumi stores and 200 shop in shops around the world.

They categorize their backpacks in 3 categories: travel, laptop, leather. Depending on the

material and the size the backpacks range from US$275 for smaller mainly nylon based

backpacks up to US$895 for larger, smooth leather backpacks with space for 15 inch Laptop.

The most expensive backpack in the offering is the matte pebbled leather backpack which cost

US$1,800.



WANT Les Essentiels was launched in 2006 by Byron and Dexter

Peart and is specialized in designing and creating crafted accessories

either for long travels as well as everyday professional needs. Their bag offering is consisted

of backpacks, totes, briefcases, messenger bags and holdalls. Their merchandise is sold in more

than 100 of the best stores around the world.

The backpacks are made of cotton, fabric or leather with different colors. The prices are from

US$495 for leather backpack with space for 13 inch Laptop. The most expensive backpack is

from pebbled leather with space for 13 inch Laptop and cost US$1,095.

PRADA S.p.A., together with its subsidiaries, designs, produces, and

distributes leather goods, handbags, footwear, apparel, and accessories in

Europe, the Asia Pacific, the Americas, Japan, the Middle East, and

internationally. As of 2016, the company had 618 directly operated stores in approximately 70

countries worldwide. In their bag offering, there several categories like standard briefcase.

Totes, messenger bag, clutches and backpacks.

Prada introduce backpacks in their offering in 1984 but it was 10 years later that the simple

black backpack .Their backpacks are made mainly from fabric and leather with prices from

US$1,200 to US$5,170. The most luxurious backpack in their assortment is made from python

leather with black titanium finish hardware.

Alexander Wang was incorporated in 2005 and is based in New York, New

York. Alexander Wang, Inc. sells ready to wear apparel for men and women

online in the United States. It also sells bags, shoes, and handbags online. The collections are

sold in over 700 doors worldwide and 16 stores in 7 countries.

The backpacks in their offering are made of canvas, leather, suede and synthetic. The

backpacks start at US$431 for more informal and colorful backpacks. Above US$1,000

backpacks are darker and mainly made form leather. Most expensive backpack cost US$1,382

and is made of multiple colors leather with space for 15.6” Laptop.

Fendi is an Italian luxury fashion house specialized in ready-to-wear, leather

goods, shoes, fragrances, eyewear, timepieces and accessories. Founded in 1925

in Rome, Fendi is renowned for its fur and fur accessories. They currently have

more than 200 stores worldwide with future plans to expand to all markets.



Fendi backpacks are produced mainly from nylon, fabric and leather which affect the price.

The prices of their current backpack assortment start at US$1,850 up to US$7,250 for the most

expensive.

Saint Laurent was founded in 1961 and is based in Paris, France. Yves Saint

Laurent SAS manufactures fashion products for men and women. The company

offers shoes, bags, accessories, sunglasses and gift ideas products for men and

women. The company in 2015 had 142 stores around the world, most in North America, 61.

Their backpack collection is made mainly from nylon, polyester. The prices vary from US$595

to US$2,068 for 100% leather backpacks.

Givenchy was founded in 1952 and is headquartered in Paris, France. Givenchy

SA designs, manufactures, and sells clothes for men and women. The company

offers fragrance, beauty care, skincare products, accessories, and language. Their

merchandise is sold in more than 20 directly operated stores and more than 50 franchised mono-

brand stores.

Their cheapest backpacks start from US$775 and are made from polyamide and acrylic parts.

The more expensive backpacks are made by leather and can cost up to US$1,995.

Burberry Group Inc is a British luxury fashion house founded in 1856 and

headquartered in London, England. Its main fashion house focuses on and

distributes ready-to-wear outerwear, fashion accessories, fragrances,

sunglasses, and cosmetics. The sell their merchandise worldwide in more than 490 stores.

Their current backpack collection is made mainly from nylon, canvas and leather. The prices

range from US$550 for more colorful, nylon backpacks up to US$1,995 which are made mainly

from leather.

The table below summarize the prices of the backpacks from the current collections of every

brand. It can be noticed that the lowest bottom price have Tumi, Burberry and Alexander Wang,

all below US$450. Highest bottom prices have Prada and Fendi which also have the highest

top prices with US$5,170 and US$7,250 respectively.

Brand Lowest price (in USD) Highest price (in USD)

Tumi 275 1800

Want Les Esentiels 495 1,095

Prada 1,210 5,170



Alexander Wang 431 1,382

Fendi 1,850 7,250

Saint Laurent 595 2,068

Givenchy 775 1,995

Burberry 550 1,995

Note: This prices are from their current collections 30.01.2017.

Indirect Competitors
Here we will present competitors that offer similar product to ours but have lower prices than

the competitors above and do not advertise their products as luxury, but also can be a threat for

our product because of their modern and adaptable design.

Herschel Supply Co. was founded by Canadian brothers Lyndon and Jamie

Cormack in 2009 and saw enormous growth in its founding years. Only in its

first year of existence, Herschel sold an 8,000 backpacks. Nowadays, Herschel has become a

globally recognized brand, selling millions of backpacks and other merchandise to an

international audience. Their merchandise now is sold in more than 5,000 stores worldwide. Its

products comprise backpacks, duffel bags, other luggage, hats and other accessories. The brand

is aimed at 18-to-35-year-old consumers.

Herschel backpacks came in different colors, sizes and materials. Current backpack offering

start from US$44.99 for more informal and student backpacks to US$139.99 for minimalistic

backpacks for more professional use. The most expensive backpack in their offer is the Apex

Dayton backpack that costs US$199.

Eastpak is an American worldwide lifestyle brand founded in Boston, USA,

specializing in the design, development, manufacturing and worldwide

marketing and distribution of a range of products including bags, backpacks, travel gear and

accessories.

They have vast assortment of backpacks with different colors, sizes and prices. The backpacks

start from US$44 for the cheapest to US$344 for a premium roll-top backpack with multiple

compartments, coming in full shiny, high-tech leather.

Incase was founded in 1997 and based in Chino, California, Incase Designs

Corp. designs and creates protection and mobility products for consumers. Their

bag assortment is comprised of backpacks, shoulder bags and active bags.



Incase backpacks are designed for different devices and are made mainly of nylon and polyester

with different sizes and colors. Their prices ranges from US$89.95 for backpack made of

polyester and can take 15.6” Laptop to US$299.95 backpack made of leather which is weather

resistant and can take 15.6” Laptop and additional space for other devices.

HEX was launched in 2010, with focus on innovation and a drive to develop

products that function as well as they look. Aside from backpacks their offering

is comprised of travel bags, camera bags, sneaker, duffels, messenger bags, briefcases and

totes.

Their backpacks came in different sizes and subtle colors for more professional usage and space

to fit multiple devices. The prices start from US$49.95 for nylon backpacks for more informal

use, up to US$99.95 for bigger backpacks made of woven and are water resistant with space

for multiple devices.

Briggs & Riley Travelware, LLC was founded in 1993 and is based in

Hauppauge, New York. The company designs and manufactures luggage

for travelers. They offer wide assortment of different luggage bags, backpacks, briefcases,

messenger bags and others. The company sells its products through stores in the United States,

Asia, Australia, Canada, Continental Europe and the United Kingdom.

Their backpacks start from US$145 for polyester and weather resistant backpack with space

for 15.6”. Their offering also includes more stylistic backpacks made of Proprietary Tartex

which is unique, embossed, coated fabric that provides durability and moisture resistance and

cost up to US$299.

KNOMO London was established in 2004 in London, UK. Their target audience

are progressive individuals living and creating around the world. Their bags are

launched in 6 designs 3 for man and 3 for women. The design of the bags is for more

sophisticated individuals and for professional usage.

The backpacks are diversified mainly by the space available for devices and they offer space

for 14, 15 and 15.6” inches devices. The prices start from US$89 for twill polyester backpack

with space for 15.6” Laptop up to US$389 where the customer get full grain leather backpack

with inbuilt RFID signal blocker and space for 15 inch Laptop.



The table below shows us the backpack prices of the reviewed competitors. Hershel Supply

and Eastpak have the cheapest backpacks both lower than US$45. Most expensive backpacks

offer KNOMO London and Eastpak with US$389 and US$344 respectively

Brand Lowest price (in USD) Highest price (in USD)

Herschel Supply 44.99 199

Eastpak 44 344

Incase 89.95 299.95

HEX 49.95 99.95

Briggs & Riley 145 299

Knomo London 89 389

Note: This prices are from their current collections 30.01.2017.

Below it will be presented our research about the audience and the characteristics of the ideal

customer.

Target Audience

Our target audience are business professional that dress for work more formally no difference

weather this is their own preference or they work at company that favor a formal dress code.

That is why we analyzed this category.

In the past 5 years the perceptions of how the worker should go to work are changed, so today

there is ongoing trend of wearing less formal clothing. According to survey conducted by

“OfficeTeam” that included 1,000 professionals, 32% of the office workers said that they prefer

somewhat less formal dress code and 18% prefer a much less formal. On the other side 7% of

the workers said want to dress much more formal and 10% somewhat more formal which shows

us a segment of the professionals that will be interested in our product.



The recent trends obviously tend for more casual style at work. However, the necessity of

formal look is needed on business seminars, meetings with clients or conferences so even

though the company have more informal dress code at this occasions there are still some

unwritten rules about the individual appearance. Furthermore, there are traditional sectors that

still insist on more formal look at work like: banking and insurance companies, real estate

agents and legal profession which in the continuation of the research will be taken as specific

target audience for our product.

The employees that dress more formal are usually higher positions like C-Level positions, Vice

presidents, Directors and Managers. Globally, on LinkedIn, there are more than 30.5 million

registered users that have Director, VP or C-level positions. In USA there are little less than 12

million and in UK more than 1.8 million individuals. According to statisticbrain.com in USA

operate more than 400,000 Chief Executives and more than 1.7 million General and Operations

Managers. Given the fact that this backpacks are ongoing trend nowadays, this numbers show

that the target audience for our product is large.

To be more specific, we used LinkedIn as global business social network to get the number of

individuals that work in the previous mentioned sectors that maintained more formal dress

code. The table shows that the total number of employees in this sectors is 5,788,884 of which

1,115,921 have higher positions (C-level, VP and Director). However, in this numbers also are

included female employees so the exact number cannot be confirmed.

Industry

Number of individuals

(Globally)

Number of employees with higher

positions (C-level, VP, Director)

Banking and Investment banking 6,415,732 718,460

Insurance 3,747,164 383,474

Law practice and Legal services 4,749,654 393,279

Real Estate 5,788,884 1,115,921

Total 20,701,434 2,611,134

When it comes to income that the individuals generate annually there are different numbers for

every industry. The similarity between all the positions that we reviewed is the fact that all of

them earn more than US$60,000, which is an encouraging fact, given the description of our

product as luxury good. We examined the salaries in USA and UK for top positions in previous

mentioned industries and below are the results:



 In USA the average salary of Chief Executive Officers in USA is US$170,000 per year

compared to US$120,000 in UK.

 In the banking sector the top management executives in UK have an average salary of

US$121,027 for 2016 and in USA is US$173,964.

 The salaries in the Insurance sector in USA general Managers have an average of

USA$90,220 and in UK the average salary is US$69,766.

 In the Legal sector, the company directors in USA have average salary of USA$162,679

and in UK the number is USA$145,120.

 The Real Estate sector is less payed than the other sectors so in USA Real estate

representatives have average annual salary of USA$84,571, while in UK the average

salary is US$60,000.

As it was said above our ideal customers are people with higher job titles in their respected

companies. Due to the fact that they are part of business environment it is essential to stay

informed and be in time with latest business developments. Today the basic means for

informing are the Internet and the Magazines.

Below will be presented separately the top websites ranked by eBizMBA, which is guide to the

web's best resources, and magazines in the business communities around the world.

BUSINESS WEBSITES

Yahoo! Finance – Provides financial news, data and commentary including

stock quotes, press releases, financial reports, and original programming. It was listed 110 on

eBizMBA Rank and have 75,000,000 estimated Unique Monthly Visitors;

Forbes – Features finance, industry, investing and marketing topics as well as

technology, communications, science, and law. Ranked 136 on eBizMBA Rank and have

65,000,000 - estimated Unique Monthly Visitors;

MSN MoneyCentral – Provides stock market tickers and watch lists, personal

finance, real estate, investments, currency converter, and more. Ranked 138 on the eBizMBA

Rank. Have 60,000,000 estimated Unique Monthly Visitors;

Bloomberg - Delivers business and markets news, data, analysis, and video to

the world. Ranked 258 on the eBizMBA Rank and have 28,000,000 estimated Unique Monthly

Visitors;



BusinessInsider - Fast-growing business site with deep financial, media, tech,

and other industry verticals. Ranked 415 on the eBizMBA Rank. Have

23,500,000 estimated Unique Monthly Visitors.

BUSINESS MAGAZINES

Harvard Business Review (HBR) – HBR's articles cover a wide range of

topics that are relevant to different industries, management functions, and

geographic locations like leadership, organizational change, negotiation etc. It is issued 10 per

year with circulation of 263,645;

Forbes – Similar with the website with core topics that include business,

technology, stock markets, personal finance, and lifestyle. It is issued Biweekly and have

circulation of 928,464;

The Economist – Offers authoritative insight and opinion on international news,

politics, business, finance, science, technology and the connections between them. I is issued

weekly with Circulation of 717,978;

Bloomber Businessweak – Provides latest information and interpretation

about what was happening in the business world. It is issued weekly with Circulation of

1,009,973;

Wired - Focuses on how emerging technologies affect culture, the economy

and politics. It is issued once a month with total circulation of 870,101.



Summary

From the previous analysis and researches that we conducted regarding the high-end backpacks

market it can be derived several conclusions.

First, it can be concluded that in the past four years emerged new trend which professional

workers changed the previous types of bags like briefcases and messenger bags for more

practical and functional backpacks and that influence to the increasing percent of sold adults

backpacks. With this newly created trend, the demand for more minimalistic, simple designed

backpacks that will fit in the professional outlook has increased. Since then, the competition

became fierce and besides already specialized backpack manufacturers who introduced this

high-end backpacks in their offerings, also the majority of the world known apparel designers

started to produce them as well. We can conclude that the competition should not be

underestimated. There are very popular and luxury brands that are always ongoing or they are

creating the fashion. Other practice though business communities in the world is starting to

prefer more informal and casual style on the working places. Anyway, there are still industries

and institutions that prefer a more formal look like banking, real estate, law and insurance

industries. With all their employees as our target we still have huge number of potential

customers.



Potential questions for survey

1. How do you wear for work?
a) Formal
b) Casual

2. What is your age?
a) Below 25;
b) 26-35;
c) 36-45;
d) Above 45;

3. What is your annual income?
a) Below US$ 60,000;
b) US$ 60,000 – US$ 80,000;
c) US$ 80,000 – US$ 100,000;
d) Above US$ 100,000;

4. What is your company position?
a) Below Manager;
b) Manager, Director or Vice President;
c) C-Level;

5. Do you use bag for work?
a) Yes;
b) No;
c) Occasionally;

6. If yes, what type of bag?
a) Backpack;
b) Messenger;
c) Briefcase;
d) Other______;

7. What is the main reason you use backpack?
a) Functionality;
b) Fashion;
c) Trend;
d) Colleagues use them;
e) Other______

8. Which are the factors that affect your buying decision?
a) Brand Preference;
b) Quality;
c) Design;
d) Price;
e) Earlier Usage;
f) New trials;
g) Other______;

9. Which brand do you prefer?
a) Tumi;
b) WANT Less Essentiels;
c) PRADA;
d) Alexander Wang;
e) Fendi;



f) Saint Laurent;
g) Givenchy;
h) Burberry;
i) Other_______;

10. How loyal are to the chosen brand?
a) Very loyal;
b) Somewhat loyal;
c) Not loyal;

11. Would you prefer to buy popular brand product that does not exactly match your needs
or unknown brand that matches your needs better?
a) Popular brand;
b) Unknown brand;

12. What are the main sources of information regarding luxury goods?
a) Internet;
b) Magazines;
c) TV;
d) Friends and colleagues;
e) Other______

13. Which Magazines and Portals do you read most frequently? (Multiple choice)
a) Yahoo! Finance
b) Forbes
c) MSN MoneyCentral
d) Bloomberg
e) BusinessInsider
f) Harvard Business Review
g) Forbes
h) The Economist
i) Bloomber Businessweak
j) Wired
k) Other__________________;

14. How much you will pay for your perfect backpack?
a) Below US$ 100;
b) US$ 100 – US$ 500;
c) US$ 500 – US$ 1,000;
d) Above US$ 1,000.


